Portable Truss Anchor

Fast & Easy Fall Protection Anchorage
Where and When You Need It!

The Portable Truss Anchor uses the overhead truss system in your building to create an OSHA compliant tie-off point for personnel working at heights. Unlike permanently attached fall protection anchor systems that require a SRL at each location, the Portable Truss Anchor is a cost effective alternative solution that installs in minutes.

Easy to Maneuver

Diversified’s Portable Truss Anchor kits eliminate the need for a dedicated anchor point with an SRL at each work area. The anchor can be easily installed to an over-head truss creating an immediate, OSHA compliant, tie-off point for workers. The Portable Truss Anchor is an easy to maneuver and cost effective alternative to permanent single point anchors.

Quick & Simple Install

To install, thread the anchor to the telescoping extension pole, attach the SRL, and position the anchor between the bottom truss cord angles, rotate 90° and set on the angles. The resulting portable fall arrest system allows the system to be used at multiple locations throughout your facility.

Safe Secure Connection

The Portable Truss Anchor is rated for one single user up to 310 pounds. Truss anchorage locations must be approved by a safety engineer or a qualified person and must meet all of the requirements noted in the Connect Safe Portabel Truss Anchor Instruction Manual.

Part number: PTA200